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GOD's healthy, moral workers

GOD's continuous Acts5:11 works will supply a moral work force,
for GOD's free|market 7 entities,
that head His complex corporate structure around the world,
producing superior goods and services, to benefit all humanity,
using GOD's free|market principles, in free|market zones, globally,
while
sharing GOD's Bible truth to enhance efficiency and productivity.
GOD alone qualifies His moral workers thru His dictated Bible test,
then requalify annually,
to retain their CCInc ID code, to maintain their job-benefits,
thus ensuring the highest quality work force,
with Bible based virtues
for
optimum corporate profitability.

GOD's new ways are His promises thru Isaiah and Jeremiah,
Is42:9 Is43:19 Jer31:22 Jer33:14
along with
GOD's new covenants in Is59 Jer 31 Dan9, from Dec2017,
to empower His 7 entities, spirt and flesh works,
all part of GOD's agenda from Gen1:2 Prov8:22-31 Prov9:1
into Is4:1; 11:15 Zech3 and 4 1Jn2 from the beginning,
predestined,
Rom8:29 Eph1:3-5,11 into Rev1:4,20 Rev3:1 Rev4:5 Rev5:6.
GOD's marketplace principles
GOD's new way

(GOD's healthy, moral workers - Web version)
http://www.cccinc-7candlesticks.org/Preview/GOD's_healthy_moral_workers.pdf
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GOD, from May2020, began gathering His outer, inner, holy, to form
His initial workforce, in spirit, yet to qualify in flesh, Ps127:1,
thru His dictated Bible tests on Christian Corporate Concepts Inc.
web site,
as GOD sees the intent-motive in the heart, to work or not, as
most of humanity carry the mark of Cain, lazy drifters Gen4,
while Abel worked to do well, offering firstfruits in respect, to GOD,
hence
2 billion Cain types have been vanquished to spirit chains 2Pet2.
GOD's remaining +5billion, gives Him ample to choose from, for
His multi-vocational workforce of healthy minds and bodies, who
live moral lifestyles, willing to work a solid week, per His basic 10,
to attain and retain His spirit blessings,
by His immense mountain of grace and mercy, during Is65:1-16.
GOD is showing His true flock, the increasing Cain type rebellion,
that is sweeping the globe, all an outflow of rejecting GOD's law,
no respect-love for fellow humans, into like response, into strife,
which is destroying society, so GOD's new choice.
GOD's healthy, moral workforce, thru GOD's commerce, will
strive to live and work, to respect-love all humans, in
every attempt, one on one, to break the Cain cycle-nature,
in too many, globally,
in simple words, sharing-living-working,
the Christ Jesus message,
love your neighbour.
GOD's few will live and work, to fulfil GOD's call, to fuller, higher,
ways of Christ Jesus.

http://www.cccinc-7candlesticks.org/Preview/GOD's_healthy_moral_workers.pdf
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GOD, thru history, has judged all of society, based on collective
sin or the immoral majority lawlessness, even so, today, we
collectively "kill babies" and stand in equal offence against GOD,
the only way out, is total sanctification, personally, Rom 6 free,
but few indeed attain 1Jn3:6,9.
GOD, in His word, qualifies this, Numb33:51-56 Jer9:25,26,
clearly calling us to fuller, higher law,
to be set free of sin.
GOD is calling His true flock, to live and work Lev19:17,18 Eph4:15,
whereby we lovingly rebuke lawlessness, of our fellow, in every
attempt to turn them from sin, that we do not bear that sin,
having faith, before GOD, that we are absolved of other's sin,
a love and faith walk Gal5:6.
GOD's harder-higher call may turn some Cain types to peace,
away from anger, bias, hate, laziness, they may even seek
more productive work for self and family, all is possible, thru
GOD's immense mountain of grace,
as He works thru His flock.
GOD's hardest-highest call is to His saints, to continue in love-faith,
to grow into His 3rd level saints, to become true world changers,
producing superior goods and services to benefit all mankind,
as we tap into GOD's mind for higher tech,
in many fields of endeavour,
that GOD witnesses,
His Almighty power, thru His love and grace,
fulfilling Ps83:18,
Christ Jesus name as the Most High GOD.

http://www.cccinc-7candlesticks.org/Preview/GOD's_healthy_moral_workers.pdf
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GOD is giving us some big challenges, as we enter the ring of
demon hackers, where most of the bug boys failed, in their
various attempts for secure (perfect) code, losing lives and
years of sloppy IT efforts, teaching us to work harder-smarter,
in order to meet GOD's expectation.
GOD gives Bible believers clear instructions, to those who heed,
a) demon warfare requires prayer and fasting Mat17:21
but b) but we have the mind of Christ 1 Cor2:16
meaning, GOD's mind and power alone will render demons
out of hackers' minds, enabling a clear field to attain His will,
then,
Jn15 and above, are invited, by His love and grace, to tap into
His Mind, the Creator-Mind, Himself,
to produce absolutely perfect code, to fulfil His will, that
all His 7 entities operate as He designs them.
GOD is saying, the basic rules of yesteryear won't work today,
His higher, harder, fuller law is essential for this dispensation,
of spirit warfare, to win in the spirit and flesh realms, where
His elders at Heb7:3 are being trained to work with GOD's army,
to truly overcome, ie more than overcomers
Rom8:37,
all thru absolute obedience and mighty faith, Rom8:29.
GOD's highest level, He calls falcons, Is41:2; 46:11, meaning,
faith and love conquer, in line with Gal5:6
faith working by love.

http://www.cccinc-7candlesticks.org/Preview/GOD's_healthy_moral_workers.pdf
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GOD is showing me, the Holy Bible is His tool for healthy, moral,
workers and the current health care, globally, destroys
more than it saves, for 70% of its pure socialist operation,
offering everything to everybody, no matter the cost, as
someone else pays.
GOD's Holy Bible teaches efficiency, productivity, accountability,
GOD's system is free market towards moral gain into profit,
whereas today's health care ignores management of their
resources, leading to no incentive to control spending and
no incentive for accountability or profit,
consequently
GOD's health care system will find very few moral people
in the current health care structure, as too corrupt in their
minds and hearts, most, too far gone, to even teach morals.
GOD's Holy Bible teaches healthy lifestyles, rewarding those, but
cursing those who refuse, yet the current health workers help
self abusers continue their deadly lifestyles, rather than help
the sick get better, naturally, GOD's way, the moral way,
hence GOD's Acts5:11 works will turn some,
and wake up some moral types to see truth and turn,
that GOD's bio trained, healthy, moral, workers
join His new health care system
GOD's far superior, Spirit led, system.

http://www.cccinc-7candlesticks.org/Preview/GOD's_healthy_moral_workers.pdf
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GOD's hard teaching in 1983, had me submit to old Willowcreek,
when they refused to believe my anointing of GOD and had
me do an MMPI test, they still rejected the positive results,
claiming I lied, wanting more evaluation by their psychiatrist,
but stopped the silly, meaningless process, when the doctor's house
was robbed,
a clear judgement against the church evil, by GOD Jer11:20.
GOD continued to show me hard truth, when neighbours called
the police on me for being friendly, even having me sent to
Elgin for evaluation, again, another MMPI, positive again,
kicked out, after 3 weeks, 20 miles from home and no $,
but GOD arranged a ride, also showing me the evil system,
whereby
no man alive can heal mental illness, from, mostly, Deut5:9,
father-child curse, demon bio manipulation that creates a
chemical imbalance, that GOD alone can remedy, if they call
on Jesus Christ Mat8:28-34 Mat7:14-21.
GOD shows us the "same" curse for rejecting Him, in Rom1:18-24,
whereby demon bio manipulation, into chemical imbalance,
has thousands in vile behaviour, Rom1:24-31, filthy
lifestyles, that too often result in vicious crimes, against
one another.
GOD can heal these people, I witnesses a changed man, he became
100% male again.
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GOD is showing me more clearly, His moral work force, is in
+5 billion globally, where their lifestyles are not tainted
by Europe and USA, in that, GOD's Acts5:11-Mat24:7 is
in many countries, living GOD's way, from the heart, yet not
claiming to be Bible believers.
GOD is saying, this is fresh ground for Him, akin to Jn21:6,
"cast the net on the right side," producing Jn21:11 9x17 fish,
hence GOD's new church Lk14:23, will have cleaner, fresh,
new Bible believers, not corrupted by satan's church Jn8:44,
these are "ready workers," for GOD's rule thru commerce.
GOD will lead millions to His dictated Bible test, for an ID code,
to qualify into His 7 entities, outer, inner, a few into holy, thru
obedient faith, as GOD has me pray for all humanity, daily,
especially for the likes of Alwaleed, Musk, Lisa Randall, Amway,
to fully join GOD's global commercial entities, etc.
GOD has millions, globally, living morally, Rom2:13-15, that
He wishes to bless, thru His 7 entities, taking a few into 1Jn3:6,
His 3 levels of saints, thru a) Mat3:11,12 Rom6 fire Lk12:50; 22:42,
b) Deut10:12-17 Rom2:29 Col2:9-14, as
in Gen2:2,3 Deut5; 11:26-28 Lev19:17-19 keep My statutes, all proving
2Chron7:14, for a few,
thru Job33 into 33:26 and 42:5
even to fulfil Ps27 1Jn3:2,3,
thru Jesus Christ,
MOST HIGH GOD.
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